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Chapter 401: General Mopu in trouble 

The Lord Battleship has a maximum deep-diving capacity of 600 meters and a maximum of four crew 

members. It has an independent luggage compartment and can hold 500 tonnes of goods. Depending on 

the hidden processing arm, various underwater industrial processes can be performed. During the 

working period, ten gold coins are consumed per minute. When the Lord chariot is collected into the 

system, the cargo can be collected in the cargo hold. 

After reading the introduction, Ye Qing jumped into the Lord Battleship for the first time and then 

opened a scissors door quietly in the front cockpit. Sitting in the cockpit, he seemed to be sitting in a 

small interstellar spacecraft of the 22nd century. A high-tech seat that we couldn’t tell the material 

properties, but sits ten times more comfortable than memory foam. The front cabin observation glass 

directly displays various working parameters and even has night vision and infrared observation 

switching functions. Her speed a seventy knots per hour on the surface and fifty knots per hour on the 

underwater. This degree of navigation has already surpassed all commercial and military ships. Only 

some high-speed boats can achieve this degree. This is not the point; many oars are faster than that. But 

the point is it has a cargo compartment and can hold 500 tons of cargo. And can dive 600 meters 

deepest, which is great. 

Thinking of this, Ye Qing fastened his seat belt and pushed the flight from zero to seventy. 

"boom" 

The four water-jet propulsion systems of the Lord Battleship exploded instantaneously, and the water 

flow was pushed back by unimaginable forces, which made Ye Qing experience a back push feeling 

stronger than when the Lagonda roared. The tranquil sea was split by a turbulent wave. Soon after, this 

giant beast moving in the waves was plunged into the blue sea. 

The sea and the seabed are two completely different natural landscapes. 

Today, the seabed of Longxi Beach has become a top diving sanctuary that can make diving enthusiasts 

crazy. The clean seabed is unobstructed, and countless fish and marine plants thrive here. When the 

Lord Battleship dived into the seabed, even in the white sand beaches, there were swarms of creatures. 

Ye Qing played until noon, and then he went to the office with some words. 

At this point, in Nigeria on the African side, it was just early morning. Ye Qing first called Li Huaxing’s 

half-copper mining area to find Qiao Pingxu, who is familiar with him and asked him to tell him about 

General Mopu. After half an hour, he would call him to discuss matters. If he would call now, General 

Mopu will be as scared as a bird by the surprise, he might first let the mining area say hello. Otherwise, if 

an international phone call was made here, General Mopu would never answer. 

Nigeria’s Anute District, which is 22,000 miles away from Shanghai City, is a poor and economically 

dominated area with mineral exports. On its 20,000 square kilometers of land, a total of two million 

people live, and the local government agencies are virtually useless. The real power holder is General 

Mopu, who has 5,000 military police. Unlike the brutal and stupid African warlords like in some movies, 

General Mopu, who has ruled the Anute District since his grandfather. Not only is it popular among the 



local people, but he is also a very motivated and capable person in power. This can be seen from his 

attitude towards foreign businessmen. 

The China market opened a mine there, General Mopu only offered very reasonable protection fees and 

sent guards to protect the mine very carefully. The site was still a modern security company. Once the 

gang of security companies took office, there were no more thefts of materials in the mining area. 

General Mopu, who had studied in Europe, paid special attention to those experts and technicians. 

Before the metal expert, who was renamed Jin helped him repair those heavy arms, General Mopu not 

only gave a valuable diamond as a reward but also took out his car and sent a capable expert to escort 

the Master Craftsman to the airport. 

Everything is going in the right direction. General Mopu in the border dispute with Nsukka over a 

diamond mine, he had bought a lot of weapons and he had chased General Pablo from the Nsukka 

district from the disputed area and obtained ownership of the diamond mines this which now makes 

him feel his territory has paved the way for Tengda. This small diamond mine completely gave General 

Mopu a rich and stable source of economic foundations. 

Find diamonds in diamond mining was luckier. Unlike those metal mines, which need a whole set of 

mining equipment with skyrocketing prices, plus there must be a large amount of professional staff who 

know how to smelt and purify metals. 

When the stone is smashed, diamonds can be found directly and if there is no diamond, continue 

smashed. 

General Mopu, who had mined many small diamonds and sold them for a large sum of US dollars was 

preparing to build up his territory and annex the territory of Pablo, who had been beaten like a dog. 

When a rare diamond was found from the mining area General Mopu directly was flown over by the 

surprise from the swimming pool and quickly led the heavy soldiers to the mining area to transport the 

rare diamond in the world to his mansion. But the surprise became a panic because the news of this rare 

diamond was spread, now the whole area around Anute was full of jealous "hyenas". 

As a diamond mine should be defended and operated for a long time as long as they grasp it, and 

because they plucked a big diamond, they can become rich nationwide and fight for less than a few 

generations. 

There was no airport in Anute District and if Mopu wanted to transport the diamond he had to take six 

4x4 cars for all-terrain except for helicopters. The problem is that the guys outside even dare to shoot 

down the helicopter and the 4x4 cars for all-terrain are exposing to the gun. 

Now the guys didn’t join together to fight in, because the distribution of benefits has yet been 

unnegotiated, or because there are a large number of people. They have partnered to eat meat instead 

of soup. 

Of course, no doubt the longer the time delay, the more he will drag himself into the abyss. It is only 

when the diamond is released as soon as possible and when the US dollar is deposited in a foreign bank, 

then how is it spent or where is it spent that these guys can only watch. 



The news of the diamond had pierced Europe, and then the online news spread over the world. But the 

gang of international jewelers was not a fool. Who wanted to risk being robbed and come here to trade 

with him? 

In the mansion guarded by heavy soldiers, General Mopu was at a loss, and the phone for external 

contact suddenly rang. After the phone hung up, General Mopu was stunned for two minutes. The 

president of Monster Heavy Industry, which is 20,000 miles away, will call him after half an hour. 

General Mopu, who had studied in Europe, had a piece of certain knowledge about Monster Heavy 

Industry, knowing it was a large industrial company with very, very powerful industrial technology. 

Because there were now more than a dozen Mechanical Colossus Type I in the mining area, where 

mining operations were taking place. 

The ability of the Mechanical Colossus Type I was almost too much to say and even General Mopu had 

often bought this equipment to help him build. Last month he bought a Mechanical Colossus Type I to 

help him open the ditch. He was also ambushed by rockets from the people on the side of General 

Pablo. As a result, when the Monster Heavy Industry sent Master Craftsman to repair it, he thoroughly 

showed what a top mechanical expert is. Even the step chariot passed down by his father’s generation 

was rejuvenated in the hands of the expert. 

Originally, he planned to be well-off, so he entrusted the mine area to order two Mechanical Colossus 

Type I models. By the way, to help train the drivers to maintain them daily. 

Now, the president of Monster Heavy Industries wants to call him personally to discuss something? That 

can only be a matter of diamonds. 

After much hard thinking and meditation, General Mopu couldn’t figure out why the Monster Heavy 

Industry was interested in a diamond. 

Then the phone rang, it was the international number. 

Chapter 402: Operation of Crystal 

"Hello, General Mopu, I am Ye Qing, President of Monster Heavy Industry." 

Ye Qing introduced himself in English. He thought there would be an introduction from a certain 

translator with crappy Mandarin, introducing himself as a translator. 

"Hello, Mr. Ye, I’m General Mopu." With a much more fluent English than Ye Qing’s English, leaving him 

to have a completely deceived feeling of being deceived by American films. 

Ye Qing’s English was average, for simple communication in life, there was no problem. But involved in 

some professional fields, such as negotiation, he felt it was more appropriate to find a translator, so he 

told General Mopu and asked him to find a Chinese translator. 

General Mopu was already prepared. Ye Qing was a Chinese and a very powerful president of the 

Monster Heavy Industry. He naturally had to prepare. His logistics supervisor was the best person who 

was proficient in Chinese. 



The logistics supervisor always goes back and forth to Yiwu the city-district of the Zhejiang province all 

the year, where he buys a lot of living materials from there. His Chinese speaking is more fluent than his 

English. 

The translation was in place, and Ye Qing jumped on the subject: "General Mopu, what is the exact 

weight of the diamond, and what is your lowest price?" 

"Three hundred and seventy-two grams, the most transparent diamond." 

"Mr. Ye, if you want to buy this diamond, you are naturally very welcome." General Mopu’s tone was 

hesitant: "But we are unable to ship the diamond out for the time being. I think you have a little idea 

about the current situation in Anute District. Now around Anute District, there are ’hyenas’ wandering 

around with rockets on their shoulders and assault rifles. This place has been blocked, and no vehicle 

can cross the line of defense. For the benefit, they dare to attack anyone." 

"I will send someone to pick up the diamond. You just need telling me, how much is this diamond worth 

and how will it be paid?" 

"Wait~ You will send someone to pick it up for you? Mr. Ye, you may not understand the situation here, 

you really don’t need to send someone. I can’t guarantee myself, and you send someone here I’m afraid 

for him... " 

"Since I am sending someone to collect it, it must be a positive result after having analyzed our strength. 

It is enough to prepare the diamond and the payment on delivery." 

"Well... if you insist, I... We offer a hundred million dollars here." 

General Mopu stammered and was very nervous: "I have abroad, note... I have registered an offshore 

company, and you can directly transfer the US dollars to the designated account. But Mr. Ye, please 

forgive me for failing to provide security guarantees for the time being. In fact, those jewelry companies 

in Europe offer 150 million US dollars, but they only agreed we would carry the diamond to Europe for 

trading." 

"General Mopu, I hope this transaction will be a very pleasant one." 

"You... rest assured that as soon as your team arrives, I will have no problems here." 

Ten minutes later, Ye Qing, who had negotiated various details, hung up the phone call. Since he had 

decided to get this diamond, then... Let those indigenous armed forces show what they know and see 

how is the crushing will be brought by the top industry! 

In the office, Ye Qing called Master Craftsman, Master Metal Expert, and Electronic Messenger. The 

three big cows in different fields gathered together to discuss with Ye Qing the transportation plan and 

the surprise attack on the Anute District. 

"This operation was named [Operation Transistor]. First of all, we only manufacture defensive 

equipment in the factory. When the offensive weapons arrive in Nigeria and when the operation is 

finished, we will find arms dealers to buy them." 



"The general’s mansion is on a large plot, and we only rush from the ground. So our current task is to 

use existing technology to build an assault vehicle with the highest safety performance. Currently, our 

biggest threat is rocketed from all directions." 

The rocket is a homogeneous, metal rocket that can penetrate homogeneous 600 steel plates with 

metal jet. Of course, the current mainstream is the empennage stabilized shelled armor-piercing 

projectile, with a penetration depth of 1000. "So we must build this assault vehicle with the 

performance of preventing the tail fin of stable shelling armor-piercing projectile." 

1000 is one meter. In theory, a one-meter thick ordinary steel plate if it is used to a car armor. It can 

safely resist any rocket. As for the result, the weight of the entire vehicle will exceed 150 tons, and the 

huge weight will seriously affect its passing ability and speed. 

The current advanced main battle tanks are all composite armor, facing rockets, even if they are hit by 

dozens of rounds, as long as they do not hit the engine position and the back of the butt it is like tickling. 

For that, Ye Qing let the monsters who were proficient in mechanical processing and metal materials 

come. If he only considered the speed and defense, he could achieve a better level. For example, he 

could ignore the cost, ignore the technical difficulty of mass production, and don’t consider the 

installation layout of some weapons and equipment. 

"The first is the engine. In the fifth stage of the monster factory, there are black technology engine 

drawings. But we have no time to study. There are also many Caterpillar engine blocks in the factory, of 

which the c 27 model can provide 800 kW power. This engine, which is commonly used in large 

bulldozers, drives the two hundred tons of car bodies to run happily." 

"The car body can be designed as a wedge-shaped, composite material, that is, the connection between 

different metals and non-metals." The Master Craftsman looked at the Master Metal Expert next to him, 

"He is responsible for this piece of the shell, I am responsible for the mechanical transmission part of the 

assault vehicle." 

"Wedge shape?" 

"Then it looks like the kind of Lordship Battleship. I checked on the electronic map. The Anute special 

zone is mainly based on the dry hard ground of the plain, and it is made into a wheel to facilitate high-

speed advance." 

"For 8x8, the tires are made of all-steel radial bullet-proof tires. Wheels are made by ourselves. Make 

sure that even if the tires are gone, we can continue to run on the wheels." 

The electronic messenger added: "I am in charge of the electronic equipment of the assault car, like 

night vision and infrared cameras. We can buy the existing product and come back to make a little 

modification." 

"There is also an automatic weapon platform on the roof. The weapon is a heavy machine gun. The 

drawings of this gun are everywhere on the Internet, and you will build an automatic weapon platform 

according to it." 

At the end of the meeting, the monsters who received the task immediately became busy. 



First of all, the shape was designed. The three-dimensional camera clicked directly on the Battleship of 

the lord, and the wedge-shaped armor of its appearance was pulled down, and the shape of the assault 

vehicle was modified one by one. 

The Master Metal Expert immediately opened the furnace and used powder metallurgy to sinter the 

wedge-shaped composite armor of the assault tank. The exterior was a nickel-titanium memory alloy 

that could absorb impact forces and recover automatically, followed by a cemented carbide and cermet 

layer, and the final inner layer was a high-hard titanium alloy. 

The master craftsman opened ten five-axis machining centers and used the public 8x8 full-motion 

mechanical structure drawings to process the chassis of the assault car. The 8x8 chassis meant that this 

assault car has full dynamic power wheels and four-wheel steering technology. As early as World War II, 

special vehicles with 8x8 chassis flew on the battlefield. Up to now, this technology has also been 

popularized in the field of civilian special vehicles for decades. 

As long as the Master Craftsman was based on the chassis drawings that have passed the patent 

protection period, it would be improved a little, saving a lot of redesign time. 

Without patents does not mean backwardness. 

The unmatched mechanical precision will make this assault car have the most powerful and powerful 

off-road performance at high speed. 

Chapter 403: 30,000 Li under the sea and Heavy Armor No. 1 

In this operation [Electric Crystal Action] whose plan and the name were decided by Ye Qing two days 

after. Ye Qing has to go there in person. Of course, he would not go to General Mopu’s mansion in 

person to meet him. Because that way, it would inevitably be a bloody storm and Ye Qing was afraid 

that he would see too exciting scenes, and his heart and emotions would be affected. In the time that he 

had 100% security, he would let the monsters go. In this way, in case of uncontrollable scenes, Ye Qing 

could quickly recruit other monsters. He will come sitting on the edge of the Gulf of Guinea at Port 

Harcourt, more than 100 kilometers away from Onitsha District, to direct the operation. 

A passport is required to go abroad. Ye Qing would go abroad in the name of business negotiations and 

naturally had to bring accompanying persons. 

In the afternoon, Ye Qing asked the company to help him get a passport and booked a flight to Nigeria 

seven days later. This time, in the form of a name business, the hard control behind the scenes was 

omitted for these businessmen and they were well respected and treated and there were ten other 

surprise operations they did not dare to do. 

Ye Qing will only bring a Master Metal Expert and a Monster Labor with it, and he will not travel with 

company employees. His trip this time has been opposed by the company’s managers. Because in 

Nigeria, no search engine can find good results. 

The war is chaotic and disorderly. According to statistics from good people, there are more gun battles 

in Nigeria every day than local traffic accidents. This is not an exaggeration. Naturally, poor Nigeria 

hadn’t too many cars, but it could never be poor. It has to be headed with a guy who has the liver and 

the reason. 



"Boss, for a diamond, you can’t be so easily involved in risk." Sales manager Kong Tao hurriedly turned 

his hands and kept making gestures: "You can send a business team to go, you can just sit down and 

take command, now communication is so developed... ..." 

"Mr. Ye ~ I heard that in Africa, the children’s toys are all AK." Yang Lili no longer smiles in the past: 

"There is so poor there, in case someone feels wrong." 

"How can it be so exaggerated?" Ye Qing laughed disapprovingly: "There are at least tens of thousands 

of compatriots in Nigeria over there doing business and do mining. Besides, I’m going on this trip and I 

don’t plan to go to those war places. I’ll go settling in an international hotel near the airport in Nigeria, 

and will also hire a team of veteran European security companies to protect my safety." 

"I will send men from the hotel to get the diamond and with a bundle of tickets for a large number of 

men with guns guarding me. No one dares to attack me." 

Ye Qing didn’t reveal to them that the diamond was actually surrounded by countless jealous guys. Of 

course, he didn’t reveal his hidden cards, but just described this plan as a very ordinary large-value 

transaction. 

"Boss, why don’t we take a look at the Nigerian government and ask them to come over and set up a 

security team?" 

Kong Tao continued persuading Ye Qing with pains of heart: "For Nigeria, a year’s gross national product 

is similar to our Monster Heavy Industry with a quarter’s total profit. If they know you personally came 

to Nigeria, you will definitely be treated as the most distinguished guest." 

"Don’t, stop~ we are going to buy diamonds this time. Let the government there know that, and 

everyone will know the news. It must be done low-key; I have planned the whole process." Ye Qing 

patted Kong Tao’s shoulder: "Relax, there will be no safety issues." 

Since Ye Qing decided, the managers were no longer able to persuade him. 

There were seven days to go before the trip, and there was plenty of time. Before Ye Qing returned to 

the company, Kong Tao asked Ye Qing if he would finalize the acquisition plan of the mobile-phone 

manufacturer within these seven days? 

Ye Qing said no hurry, and this matter will wait for him to come back and decide. 

After all, the factory building on Longxi Beach has been unbuilt yet, and he has not yet started to recruit 

employees who know how to make mobile phones. 

.................. 

Two days earlier, the monsters worked together to converge the assault chariot with the highest 

industrial technology of the Monster Heavy Industry and drove down from the underground industrial 

base. 

This was a top-notch assault vehicle disguised, it was named by Ye Qing as [Heavy armor No.1]. 

It had a total length of seven meters, which is shorter than the body of the China Main Battle Tank Type 

99 and had 2.6 meters high. Shaving off the camouflage, even if Juli drudgery stood in front of it, it 



would appear quite small. It weighed fifty tons and had a top speed of 100 kilometers per hour. It could 

resist... 

It was yet unknown what kind of weapon attacks it can be resisted. After all, Ye Qing lacked a weapon to 

carry out violent experiments on it. But this time, its ability will be fully tested. 

Longxi Beach is next to the small pier near the barren hill, and the Lord’s Battleship has been anchored 

here. When Ye Qing opened the door remotely through his mobile phone, the wedge-shaped tail of the 

lord’s battleship clanged with a strange noise and opened two thick protective doors, revealing the 

cargo compartment that can accommodate a medium-sized passenger car. 

At dusk, the golden waves were dyed by the setting sun, gently flapping the lord battleship. On the 

wharf, one Monster laborer and one Master Metal Expert stood motionless. They were wearing black 

combat suits made of ceramic protective gear. Their eyes were calm and determined. The sunset shone 

on them and shining on the steel giant, emitting an unshakable light. 

 You will control the Lord’s Battleship, letting it go down the Yellow Sea, bypass the Indonesian Westإ"

Asian waters, and head to the Pacific Ocean." 

"The whole voyage is about 30,000 miles. You will go sailing along the coast. You will choose the 

submarine snorkeling at a speed of 50 knots during the day. You will surface at night and sail at a 

maximum speed of 70 knots. If You enter the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean and you don’t meet 

other ships, you will Always sail on the water." 

Ye Qing patted the shoulder of the Master Metal Expert: "On the way to sail, pay more attention to 

observation. You will not always focus on the operation. If other ships are found on the radar, you will 

use the maritime satellite phone to contact me and you will adjust the route." 

"I know boss." The Master Metal Expert, who was under the pseudonym Jin Liuhai, nodded at Ye Qing. 

Ye Qing ordered: "Let’s start for the legendary hero Electronic Messenger." 

The cockpit of the Lord’s Battleship opened silently, and the Master Metal Expert and Juli jumped into 

the cockpit. At the same time, a Master Craftsman walked in front of the camouflaged "Heavy armor 

No.1", opened the automatic door, and put it into the cargo hold of the Lord’s Battleship. 

At dusk, the camouflaging shell of "Heavy armor No.1" exuded mottled and old metal light. Its 

appearance was disguised so that anyone who see it will be uninterested in looking at a second look. 

Because this was a common car, like a camouflage of a CMB car that had been on for more than ten 

years. Even the front of the car was gone, the old car’s glass was covered with an old black opaque 

sticker, and the paint on the body was peeling off. The rack used to climb behind the car and the luggage 

rack above were crooked as if it was overturned in an accident. The eight driving wheels, which were 

also almost dropped to the side of the body, concealed four so that people didn’t lie on the bottom of 

the car and no clues can be seen at all. 

Yes, if you remove this camouflage shell, Ye Qing is afraid of the first sight of the indigenous people and 

she will be crazy to launch rockets at it. Because its appearance is too shocking and too advanced. So, 

it’s better that it be low-key. 



After fixing the "Heavy armor No.1", the Master Craftsman jumped onto the pier. Then Ye Qing looked 

his own exclusive Lord’s Battleship advanced at the highest speed with a sound of a bang. 

"Bang ~" 

The golden sea surface exploded with raging waves and long dragons, and the Lord’s Battleship seemed 

to fly against the sea surface. When it came out of Longxi Beach, the Lord’s Battleship plunged into the 

vast sea and at a speed of fifty knots, it moved towards the end of the sea. 

Thirty thousand miles. Without taking the busy Straits of Malacca to bypass the waters of West Asia in 

Indonesia. 

At an average speed of 60 knots, five and a half days of full speed navigation are required. On the fifth 

day, Ye Qing will board a flight to Nigeria, and it is also from this moment that the [Electric Crystal 

Action] plan is officially launched. 

Chapter 404: Departure 

Ye Qing has tested the noise emitted by the Lord’s Battleship and found it was about 70 decibels when 

diving in the deep sea. 

The background noise of the ocean is about 90 decibels, so in theory, the Lord’s Battleship will be 

undetected by any passive sonar when it is deep-sea submerged. But active sonar can theoretically 

detect it, but when the active sonar is turned on, it will expose itself. If you want to encounter a 

submarine or warship with active sonar in the ocean, the chance is not much higher than the 5 million. 

After all, it is a time of peace. As long as the Lord’s Battleship does not go to those sensitive areas, no 

one will go to eat his fill and provoke a submarine which may be the most advanced model of a certain 

big country. 

Let’s continue... 

The straight-line distance is 22,000 miles, and the detour from the ocean requires 30,000 miles. 

According to the position of the Lord’s Battleship, it would follow a well-determined route compared to 

the electronic road map to locate. Late at night, the Lord’s Battleship sailed out of the Yellow Sea and 

was automatically cruised by Jin Liuhai, heading straight south toward the waters of Indonesia’s West 

Asia. 

The next day, the Lord’s battleship reached the Philippine Sea. At the same time, Ye Qing was not idle 

and was preparing for the trip to Nigeria. 

At the meeting point with the secret sneak monsters, Ye Qing chose the Port Harcourt a few hundred 

miles away from the Onitsha District. There was a large ocean port, where many foreigners stayed there 

for supply, it was a city where public security was not too bad. 

From the airport to Port Harcourt, Ye Qing should go by himself and for safety’s sake, Ye Qing 

deliberately took out the Mercedes-Benz g65 with its powerful off-road performance and amazing 

horsepower. He had replaced all-terrain tires by bullet-proof tires and bullet-proof glass. Car shell was 

engraved and recorded with a three-dimensional camera, and then Master Metal Expert had re-



engraved perfect high-strength bullet-proof shell through composite materials. A mobile satellite phone, 

auxiliary fuel tank in the trunk, and a top weapon bracket. 

This Mercedes-Benz g65 will be shipped out two days in advance and will be transferred to South Africa 

by cargo plane, and then flew to Nigeria by cargo plane. 

In the following days, Ye Qing handled half a day at the company in the morning and returned to Longxi 

Beach in the afternoon to control the Lord’s Battleship and the expansion plan of the factory. In just one 

week, there were already ten new and a huge factory rising from the ground in Longxi Beach. Ye Qing, 

who had sufficient money in the accounts, also paved the original road in the factory with a layer of 

asphalt, turning it into a highway. 

The seventh day was when Ye Qing was going to fly to Nigeria. 

The plane flying to the Capital Airport leaves At 7 o’clock in the morning, Ye Qing at half-past five was at 

the airport. Ji Ke, Kong Tao, Yang Lily, Yu Huali, Qiu Yi, Wu Yuexiang were there. By the time Ye Qing 

arrived at the airport lobby, the managers who came to see him off had already been there early. They 

were all in suits and leathers, with extraordinary demeanor. When they stood in the waiting hall, people 

who almost passed by would have to look at them more. Seeing Ye Qing, they nodded together and said 

hello. 

"Hi, boss." 

Ye Qing, who brought Juli and Master Metal Expert, also nodded at them and smiled: "Do I do such a 

great job? I’m just going abroad and will be back in two or three days." 

"Well, Mr. Ye, this is the snack I bought for you." Yang Lili carried a packing bag in her hand: "I heard 

food hygiene was very poor in Africa, so don’t buy snacks on the road." 

Kong Tao also sent his own gift, which was a beautifully packed plastic box: "I prepared some medicines 

for preventing mosquitoes for you." 

"Boss, I heard that it was very hot there. I prepared two sets of Hawaiian sunglasses and hats for you." 

The managers gave small gifts one by one, and some of these things were prepared by Ye Qing, and 

some were not. At this time, all orders will be received, anyway, don’t care about the freight. 

After that, they helped Ye Qing and the two accompanying him to check-in and check-in their luggage. 

The airport also started the check-in process. 

"When I am away, the company’s small things will be discussed and resolved by you the managers at 

first. If you encounter big things, you will report to me by phone." After explaining the matter, Ye Qing 

took great pains to work hard, stride towards the ticket gate with the Master Metal Expert and Juli. 

This was Ye Qing’s first time to go abroad, and the second time to fly. Unlike the first time to buy 

discounted tickets, this time Ye Qing was in first class. 

Of course, the first-class Boeing 737 was not in fact the same thing as a discounted ticket, with a half-

surrounded seat and there was a multimedia entertainment center in front of the hostess service which 

was more diligent. 



There were eight seats in first class they were four in a row. Ye Qing sat by the porthole, and the two 

accompanying monsters were sitting in the first-class cabin, sitting on the right side of the aisle. The 

location next to Ye Qing was booked in advance. Soon after she was seated, there was a slim girl with 

sunglasses, who was slightly lame walked towards this side. 

Ye Qing took a look at her and looked at the way she walked. He was sure it was not a congenital 

problem. He estimated she was injured. When the girl sat down, she seemed to touch the injury and 

snorted gently. 

Ye Qing continued reading the magazine. The girl next to him took off her glasses, but she looked at Ye 

Qing frequently. He looked at her suspiciously, feeling that the girl seemed a little familiar, but they 

certainly didn’t know each other. After the plane had taken off, the girl’s eyes were full of doubts and 

she asked in a low voice: "Don’t you know me?" 

"Huh?" Ye Qing looked away from the magazine and smiled slightly: "I don’t know, but you seem 

familiar. Why? Do you know me?" 

"I..." This exquisitely dressed and fashionable girl was somewhat discouraged: "I saw you in the lobby 

before boarding the plane. You seem to be very powerful. Many people send you farewell. My name is 

Xu Luoyu. This name does it give you... have an impression?" 

Xu Luoyu? 

This name gave Ye Qing really an impression. Ye Qing tapped his forehead and suddenly said: "Yes, I 

have an impression; I have watched the TV series you participated in. It’s the "Legend of the princess". 

It’s just the costume you wore in it. I didn’t recognize you for a while." 

Xu Luoyu was a new generation star, and she was quite famous. It’s just that Ye Qing didn’t pay much 

attention to it, so he didn’t recognize it for a while. 

But recognize it and Ye Qing didn’t plan to do anything, after all, she was also a very identity person. 

Ye Qing asked eloquently: "It seems that I haven’t heard we have any news about shooting new dramas 

here. Are you coming to the variety show on Shanghai TV?... Then, your leg..." 

"I was injured when I was recording the show, but it didn’t matter, I just knocked it." Xu Luoyu seemed 

to be satisfied after being recognized and smiled at this very calm young man: "this variety show of 

Shanghai TV station’s secret room escape is still very good." 

"I recorded the next issue, but it may not be broadcast properly, because the equipment in the studio 

had a serious failure." 

"Malfunction?" 

Ye Qing still had feelings for Shanghai TV because he went to work there. And the variety show they 

were shooting, Ye Qing also liked to watch it when he has time. 

After several months of hard work, this show had a rapid trend of rising to first-line variety shows. 



"Yes~ Even the host was injured." Xu Luoyu stretched her shoulders and shook her head: "I didn’t 

understand the specifics of what happened last night but listening to the staff’s voice, they shouldn’t be 

able to fix it." 

Chapter 405: Equip Weapons 

The studio’s secret room is supported by a series of complex machines. Since Ye Qing had already seen 

the show, he had concluded the secret room in the studio was sub-jects to mechanical failure. 

There was plenty of time for the next program. Next time, when he comes back from this trip, he will 

see if he could help. 

All the way of the trip, he had a chat with Xu Luoyu, and it was only two hours later when the plane 

arrived in Beijing the capital. Xu Luoyu was going home, Ye Qing went to make a change. From the 

Capital Airport, he would take an international flight to Nigeria. 

The transfer plane is Boeing’s 747-8 Intercontinental Plane, and its final destination is Brazil, where it 

will stop briefly in Nigeria. At the time of boarding, Ye Qing stood on the boarding platform and looked 

over. At the endless airport, it seems that there are only two types of aircraft. Airbus and Boeing. The 

other types of aircraft are pitifully small, and they are also those of small national airlines. 

If the automobile is the throne in the field of industrial manufacturing, the air-plane is the crown in the 

field of industrial manufacturing. 

A country that can produce qualified commercial vehicles can definitely manufacture most military 

equipment. And a country that can produce qualified commercial aircraft can definitely manufacture 

military equipment that most countries cannot. An aircraft has more than 6 million parts, each of which 

is the highest civilian standard in the industrial field. 

At the same time, commercial aircraft is also the most expensive civilian product. Unlike the rare 

number of supergiant ships, the number of commercial aircraft in my country alone is about 2,500. 

Ninety-three percent of these are Boeing and Airbus. 

Manufacturing large commercial aircraft is perhaps the biggest dream of industrial companies. Ye Qing 

also had this dream, especially when he looked at the domestic aviation market as being occupied by 

foreign companies. Unfortunately, now he does not have the technology to manufacture large 

commercial aircraft. 

The monster factory that was upgraded to the fifth stage, the newly acquired engine black technology 

was still used for cars. The road to the aircraft industry is a long way to go! 

When Ye Qing was standing at the boarding stand looking at the airport with a heart full of feelings for 

China, a slightly serious female voice came from behind making Ye Qing recover from emotion: "I’m 

sorry, excuse me, please let me pass. You blocked the road..." 

Ye Qing did not block the road. He was surrounded by bodyguards in black suits and black sunglasses. 

They had the same physical strength as that of King Kong. 

"I’m sorry." Ye Qing turned to apologize, and then couldn’t help looking at the girl a few more times. 

Another beauty! Ye Qing sighed inwardly, she was a heroic girl with short hair wearing a slightly plain 



jacket, no powdered Dai, slightly wheaten, looks very healthy skin, letting her suddenly be distinguished 

from the girls dressed as dolls that Ye Qing saw in the airport lobby. Onboarding the boarding platform, 

it was natural she took a plane with him. 

This made Ye Qing a little surprised. The plane that flies to Africa was almost all occupied by old men, 

one by one. He didn’t expect to meet a girl his age. The short-haired girl also looked at Ye Qing, and then 

walked through the gap made. Onboard the plane, Ye Qing was still in first class. 

Boeing 747-8 is a large double-decker airliner, with first-class and business class on the second floor. Ye 

Qing didn’t see the girl when she entered. It seemed that she was in an economy class. 

The terminal of the plane was in Brazil and will stay in Nigeria for two and a half hours to refuel. Ye Qing 

estimated the girl was going to Brazil or Bolivia to travel. After all, was it difficult for a single girl to travel 

to this ghostly place in Nigeria? Wasn’t it unwise for single girls to go there? 

Before getting on the plane, Ye Qing made two calls and received a satellite call from the Master Metal 

Expert at the agreed time. 

He made the first phone call to the international freight company responsible for consigning his 

Mercedes-Benz G 65. In another call, he called General Mopu, a veteran European arms supplier active 

in Nigeria. 

When Ye Qing has got off the plane, he will receive the Mercedes-Benz G 65 outside the airport as well 

as the weapons to be delivered, the "premium cargo weapons" ordered by him. Everything is going 

according to plan. 

After hanging up the phone, the Master Metal Expert on the Lord’s Battleship will enter the submarine 

mode until Port Harcourt. This flight will take more than ten hours. After the plane had taken off, Ye 

Qing occasionally took out the monster factory mobile phone to control the course of the Lord’s 

Battleship. 

The mobile phone needs to be turned off when taking off and landing. Some airlines allow the flight 

mode to be turned on when flying smoothly. 

All the way of the trip, this intercontinental plane took Ye Qing across the mountains and plains, across 

the long rivers and the seas and passed the day and night. 

When there were cloudless portholes, he could see the magnificent African continent and the longest 

river in the world. The flight attendant reminded passengers who will get off the plane in Nigeria that 

they could fill in the entry slip. 

At 5 p.m. local time, this almost depleted Boeing 747 punctured the clouds and roared to park in Abuja 

the capital of Nigeria, which is the only external airport. 

A total of 37 passengers got off the plane, and only half of the passengers were Chinese. What shocked 

and surprised Ye Qing was that the heroic girl who he had previously met at the airport also got off the 

plane with a group of strong men with different skin colors. 

Among the crowd, Ye Qing which was accompanied by a strong bodyguard like King Kong and the young 

girl were the most eye-catching. Entering the airport lobby along the bro-ken passage that seemed to be 



in the nineties, Ye Qing couldn’t help but wonder and walked to the young girl who was quite thin 

among the crowd and moved forward alone. 

"Hello~" Ye Qing shouted to her: "Did you make a mistake about when you got off the plane? This is 

Nigeria. You came here as a girl?" 

"If I made a mistake, the stewardess wouldn’t help me get off the plane, right?" The short-haired girl 

turned her head and looked at Ye Qing with a slightly strange look: "I know exactly where Niagara is. 

Since I dare to come, I naturally have confidence in me." 

"It’s you, young brother, with a lot of extravagances. Don’t think that with an amazing bodyguard, you 

will be able to swim in Nigeria without any hindrance. The bullet of an AK assault rifle has two thousand 

joules of kinetic energy. The bodyguard that protects you, even with the thickest chest, cannot stop the 

penetration of the bullet. If you are only active in the airport city, I can kindly ask my companion to show 

you off." 

"I’m going to leave you here because you snatched me off my line." and Ye Qing pointed to a white man 

holding a pickup card in front of him and said with self-confidence, "Since I dare to come to Nigeria, I 

naturally trust myself." 

When he saw Ye Qing, who was quite large, the white man who waited the plane immediately ran over 

with a flattering smile and sang a savory Chinese: "Mr. Ye, don’t let your weight down. Your car has been 

parked outside the airport. And changed the local license." 

Ye Qing nodded. Seeing the girl appeared to be looking for the collector, so she asked him to borrow her 

the phone. If she didn’t have a companion to pick her up from the plane, of course, Ye Qing couldn’t rest 

assured that she was going out of the airport alone. 

"My name is Wu Weiling." After finishing the call, the girl hesitated for a moment: "Maybe I’m really 

going bothering you to accompany me on a trip, they said something was delaying them and they can’t 

come to the airport just now." 

"My name is Ye Qing. When we arrive in a foreign country, we are fellows, let alone trouble." Ye Qing 

smiled and invited the girl with a cool smile to move forward. So, this group of people followed the 

white man out of the airport in the parking area and among the many worn-out cars, Ye Qing locked the 

glorious pure black Mercedes-Benz G 65 at a glance. 

The Master Metal Expert with a face as cold as a knife got in the car and Juli opened the door for Ye 

Qing. 

"You... have more money than I thought." Wu Weiling looked at Ye Qing for dozens of seconds before 

getting on the car. 

"Wait~ This is a bulletproof car?" As soon as she got into the cab, Wu Weiling noticed this luxury car was 

different. It had an amazing window glass thickness. 

"Good eyesight, the bulletproof version of the Mercedes-Benz G 65, you haven’t seen it." Ye Qing was 

somewhat proud, and also made a surprised air. 

"Before sending you, I have to get something. I just turn around the airport and turn around." 



Wu Weiling shrugged her shoulders and expressed no opinion. 

The metal expert drove the Mercedes-Benz following the white man’s off-road vehicle. After only one 

mile away, the white man parked in the alley of a low building. A black van had long been waiting here. 

When he saw the waiting car was coming, the van door opened quickly, and two white strong men 

wearing short hunting tactical balaclavas jumped from inside. 

Then, an amazing scene appeared... 

They had a Mini Gang six-barreled machine gun without any camouflage treatment. Juli and Master 

Metal Expert got off the car and took over this domestic high-speed heavy ma-chine gun called Gatling. 

This was followed by boxes, a chain box mounted in an engineering plastic box. This was a standard 

military ammunition case. Brand-new bullets were arranged on the chain. Each ammunition box was 

loaded with 600 rounds. A total of six bullet boxes... 

More than that, after handing over the ammunition boxes, the two strong white men pulled out four 

assault rifles without the truck’s support and stacked them in cardboard boxes. Glock in the case... 

Wu Weiling instantly petrified on its seat, looking at Ye Qing’s eyes like looking at an alien. 

"I Didn’t scare you? My firepower is more powerful than two thousand joules of AK bullets, right?" 

Chapter 406 

The last weapon taken was a grenade launcher . . . These weapons are all famous brands . 

A Mini Gang can be exchanged for a truck of AK assault rifles and ammunition . In Nigeria, it is estimated 

the one taking the Mini Gang Vulcan cannon on the street is more powerful than the one driving Bugatti 

in China . 

The Mercedes-Benz G 65, which had always been known for its large space and high off-road 

performance, was now full of trunks . Even in the back row, there was a stack of ammunition . It should 

be known that the trunk of the Mercedes-Benz G 65 had the size of the rear seat space of an ordinary 

off-road vehicle . Even with the auxiliary fuel tank, it still had enough space . 

"Oh, where are you going?" For the first time seeing so many famous arms, Ye Qing couldn’t help 

playing the extremely hand-feeling Glock pistol, while asking out beside him Wu Weiling who hadn’t 

sobered up from the petrochemical industry . 

"You . . . What do you want to do in Nigeria? Do you want to provoke a small war? " 

Wu Weiling, who was awake, answered the question: "There are still grenade launchers, and they are 

installed or still prefabricated fragments to kill the shrapnel . " 

"Dear Mr . Ye, where did you buy such advanced arms?" 

"This is Nigeria . It is normal for European and American arms dealers to get around . Isn’t it normal to 

get some weapons?" Although Ye Qing felt that these weapons were too many, it didn’t violate the law 

to think of owning guns here, and he seemed to be it’s too rich . 



"You seem to be very knowledgeable and can distinguish the type of warhead according to the color of 

the warhead . This is not what ordinary girls know . " 

"I was born into a military family, and I see more guns . " Wu Weiling said with a voice: "You must not 

bring these types of equipment when you return home . I am very public and law-abiding . " 

Ye Qing did not expect Wu Weiling’s sense of justice to be as strong as himself: "By the way, I see your 

hands empty, can I give you a Glock self-defense?" Ye Qing took a quick-pull holster from the side, and 

two magazines and one box of ammunition . 

"Give it to me?" Wu Weiling’s very heroic eyes stared at the Glock: "These things cost tens of thousands 

of yuan . I’ll give it back to you later . I can’t take it back home anyway . " Seeing the expectation in the 

other person’s eyes, Ye Qing couldn’t help raising his mouth . 

The place where Wu Weiling was going was two kilometers away . When the black Mercedes-Benz car 

had gained countless greed and envy all the way to her destination . Ye Qing found that this street was a 

little out of place with this city . There were low-rise and old square buildings all over the place . The 

street was very tidy . There were very rare green plants on both sides of the road . On both sides of the 

road, there were also glass curtain wall buildings with a very modern feel . Although the roofs were not 

high, it was of course surprising and refreshing to see such a modern city street in the impoverished 

country of Nigeria . 

Among the pedestrians on the road, there were many blonde foreigners . It looked very kind, and there 

were a few Chinese people like fellow citizens . 

"This is Quarry Street . You can think of this street as the concession in the Republic of China . " Wu 

Weiling opened the door very smartly and jumped out of the car very slyly, and gave Ye Qing a flying 

gift: "There are sixteen foreign embassies in this street . Our Chinese embassy is also here . Come back 

here to see me before you come back home, and I’ll invite you to dinner . If you have time . " 

Ye Qing returned a flying gift: "Goodbye!" 

Sending Wu Weiling away meant that Ye Qing was about to start traversing Nigeria to the shore of the 

South Atlantic Ocean . 

The Master Metal Expert drove, and Ye Qing and Juli changed seats . 

Juli, who sat in the back seat, pulled out two alloy brackets from the back of the seat and a complicated 

platform with guide rails . After a few combinations, the originally invisible bracket became a weapon 

platform installed on the reserved interface of the car . Raised the Mini Gun Vulcan cannon, connected it 

with the weapon platform, and then linked the standard ammunition box ammunition . This Mercedes-

Benz G 65 became lethal chilling firepower . Reusing the top industrial technology, the top of the 

sintered composite bulletproof shell had a wider skylight than the original model . The skylight was 

opened, and the hard labor in the back row could push the Min Gun Vulcan cannon out of the skylight, 

giving a fatal blow to any enemy who would dare to invade . 

Everything is ready, the Mercedes-Benz G 65 roared out of the airport city galloping on the brown land 

and the dilapidated highway under the scorching sun, the scenery in front of Ye Qing’s eyes also became 



barren . The endless sandy land, an occasional plant emerged, either a cactus or a low thorn tree . Too 

far behind, there was not even a telephone pole in sight . 

Ye Qing, who changed into a Hawaiian beach style man, took out a smoothie-shaped Coke from the car 

refrigerator and took pictures with his mobile phone . 

A worn Honda pickup passed nearby Ye Qing . Seven or eight middle-aged men and women with dark 

skin and ragged clothes were sitting in the pickup truck . They looked awkward and looked at him with 

awe in their eyes . This scene was also recorded by him using his mobile phone . 

The dusty Mercedes-Benz G 65, after walking for about two hours, the road under the wheels 

completely disappeared and turned into a bumpy natural dirt road . In addition to the low plants, a 

variety of wild animals that could only be seen on TV have also appeared in his field of vision . 

A bison jumped out of the jungle in panic, the Master Metal Expert calmly avoided it, and the bison ran 

along with the car . More than twenty ferocious hyenas howling out, chasing the bison, grinning at Ye 

Qing’s car . These animals were extremely fast . In 50 yards they could overtake the Mercedes-Benz and 

surround it . 

Ye Qing lowered the window slightly and emptied the bullets which were in the Glock magazine . 

"Da Da Da~" 

Twenty bullets swept across the ground, the hyenas whimpered and fled away, and the bison re-drilled 

back into the grass . However, Ye Qing estimated he was more or less fierce, and he was not interested 

in saving it . 

"Fantastic!" Ye Qing, who completed the first live-fire shooting tour, felt that this was a great feeling . 

Later, if he could meet a gazelle, he might knock down one to taste . 

It is a pity that this wish was unfulfilled . When night fell, the Mercedes-Benz G 65 turned on the 

headlights and a row of hernia searchlights on the roof of the car showed the slightest thing in front . 

The vehicle-mounted global navigation has shown that he was only two hundred miles away from Port 

Harcourt . 

Along the way, Ye Qing tried bypassing those tribal settlements, perhaps because of luck or because the 

Mercedes Benz G 65 was too popular . He encountered many pickup trucks and off-road vehicles along 

the way, but no one was paying attention to Ye Qing’s car . Under normal logic, people who can drive 

such top luxury cars have a very hard natural background . 

Under the starry night sky, the Mercedes-Benz G 65 gained the cement highway . An hour later, Ye Qing 

arrived at Port Harcourt . 

Chapter 407 

Port Harcourt is a typical port city . Ye Qing arrived at 1 a . m . local time . At this time, trucks loaded 

with minerals ran across the road from time to time . The signs on the roadside were all in English, and 

most of them were restaurants, bars, and hotels . 

After holding for nearly ten hours in the car, Ye Qing had finally seen a modern civilization and asked 

Master Metal Expert to pull over and park . Then he went down moving his hands and legs, lengthened 



his body with a great stretch causing a large lazy waist to move and extended his joints making a 

"crackling" sound . Juli also got out of the car, and the AUG assault rifle was in his hand, firmly guarding 

Ye Qing’s safety . 

Ye Qing gave a big breath: "It seems that there is no problem along the way, and it seems that Nigeria is 

as unexaggerated as the news says . " 

"Da Da Da~" 

Ye Qing’s words just fell, and behind a hotel opposite, there were sharp gunshots and there was also a 

clear metal breakdown sound accompanying the gunshots . 

"Get on the car ～" Ye Qing was startled . After boasting for less than three seconds, Port Harcourt 

couldn’t wait to show Ye Qing its true face . 

The meeting point with the Lord’s Battleship was chosen on an uninhabited beach in the suburbs . 

The Mercedes-Benz G 65 drove to the beach with searchlights, the sparkling sea suddenly boiled, and it 

seemed that there was a giant coming out of the sea . It was a steel behemoth that will amaze anyone 

when they see it . After breaking out of the water, it just relied on four wide full-motion propelling 

vertical tail and crawled to the beach . 

When the hatch opened, revealing the heavy armor one in the cargo compartment . The Master Metal 

Expert and the Master labor also jumped down . Their expressions remained the same, without any 

fatigue from the fatigue of the sea . 

Five minutes later, the Heavy Armor N° 1 was driven out, replaced by Mercedes-Benz G 65, Ye Qing also 

got into the cockpit and a dilapidated bus was left alone on the beach and no one was interested in 

seeing its content . 

The minibus stayed motionless until five o’clock in the morning and when the sun had already ex-posed 

the sea level and brought golden dawn to Port Harcourt . The worn-out minibus started roaring . The 

high and powerful engine sounds seemed coming from the main battle tank, not a CMB that has been 

scrapped for some years . 

"Ten kilometers along the road ahead, there is a large port, and there is a white van outside the port . 

You flash it twice, and it flashes three times as a response . That’s it . We will have the weapons and 

equipment we need . " 

Ye Qing would sit in the Lord’s Battleship and observed and commanded the operation through a 

satellite network and used the equipment of Weipu Satellite Network Company which could be 

connected to the latest generation of network communication satellites after 15 seconds of data 

exchange . 

There was once a joke that was unfunny, to describe the expensive traffic charges of the satellite 

network . 

Earlier, an anti-poaching organization patrolled the African savannah wanted their w 7 system laptop to 

be automatically upgraded to the w 10 system through a satellite network . As a result, this anti-

poaching organization that relies on social donations has been detained with more than 10,000 US 



dollars in traffic fees and the satellite traffic has deducted all their funds for activities . Because of the 

ar-rears, they have been unable to contact other volunteers on patrol . 

The faster the speed, the more expensive the tariff . 

Ye Qing could watch the real-time picture through the display and was naturally undistressed by the 

traffic fee . Anyone thought that this old CMB bus, who had just left the beach just moments ago had an 

accident . 

On the road ahead, there were two pickup trucks, one left and one right lying on the sides of the road 

leaving only a little gap for vehicles to pass the road . Inside the carriages stood soldiers wearing 

camouflage and holding AK . Some soldiers also stood at the gaps of the road and stopped every passing 

truck . 

"Not good . " Ye Qing’s heart thumped quickly . 

This dilapidated CMB bus not only didn’t have any annual inspection mark, but it also didn’t even have a 

license plate . The opaque black glass film was also fully attached to the glass, and nothing could be seen 

from the outside . The CMB bus was fake, and the Master Metal Expert didn’t have a driver’s license, 

allowing blind people checking to find out the problem . 

Seeing the CMB bus slowly moving forward, the soldiers in front of the road inspection were turning 

around a truck to check carefully . There was another soldier on the ground, waving his hand to the CMB 

bus to move aside . 

"Pay attention, get ready to punch the car . " Ye Qing issued an order through the satellite network: 

"After punching the truck and instead of going to the port, make directly a detour heading towards the 

beach, I will find a way to have weapons . " 

"They have to chase you, knock them over directly, and don’t give them time to continue attacking . " 

"Understood . " The Master Metal Expert driving was calm and prepared to execute the punching order . 

On the coast road, this worn CMB bus immediately caught the attention of the soldiers who installed the 

roadblock . Because this car didn’t have a license, plate and when they waved 200 meters to signal the 

side, the CMB car was driving pretending that it hadn’t seen them either turn on the turn signal or drive 

sideways . 

In response to this strange performance, the soldiers around the two pickup trucks responded quickly . 

They jumped from the car and raised their assault rifles to aim . There was a total of eight soldiers . If 

they encounter an ordinary minibus, this firepower will be enough to tear it into a honeycomb . 

The Master Metal Expert completely treated them as air and still drove its own way forward . 

"stop!" 

The soldier in the middle with the rank of captain shouted like an enemy . 

"Boom~" When the distance was still 100 meters, the CMB bus suddenly burst into a beast-like engine 

roar . 



The eight soldiers in the front jumped and loaded the AK assault rifle in their hands . The soldier in the 

middle with a beret raised its AK and fired a warning shot . 

"Da Da Da~" 

After three shots of warning, the black faces of the soldiers showed a bloodthirsty smile . The distance 

was still 50 meters . This distance was the best shooting distance for assault rifles . 

Ye Qing, who had already turned his mind and didn’t plan to see the soldiers in this group of trucks 

being hit or the pickup truck being hit also, suddenly thought of something . 

He thought of plan "B" and many more! So, he shouted through the headset: "Slow down and carry out 

the plan B . " 

Between the electric light and the flint, the worn-out CMB bus sank, the beast-like engine sound 

disappeared, the turn signal flashed and the bus body leaned towards the side of the road . If this wasn’t 

done, a second later, the ruthless bullets will be fired by the soldiers . 

When the CMB bus stopped, it was just over ten meters away from the soldiers . The seven assault rifles 

were pointed at the window position, and the leading captain rushed forward and shouted, "Get off 

immediately I give you three seconds to consider . " 

"One . . . Two . . . " 

With a clatter, the worn-out car door slid opened to the side and turned out to be an automatic door . A 

Master Metal Expert blocked all their sights . 

"Asian? . . . With both hands in your head, how many people are on the bus? " The more the black 

captain saw this CMB bus, the more wrong it was . Its physique was much wider than the average CMB, 

and its height is too high . 

Seeing the Master Metal Expert standing still at the door of the bus, the other soldiers raised the 

buttstock fiercely intending to do a sieve in the Master Metal Expert’s head, even many more! 

The black captain’s eyes widened instantly then he pushed his restless companion next to him, scolded 

at his head, and reprimanded: "Are you blind? This is our most distinguished guest . " 

A stack of tickets with Franklin’s head printed on it was held by the Master Metal Expert . As these 

colorful bills were raised, the eight soldiers invariably made the sound of "gulps~" swallowing saliva . 

Franklin’s head picture only exists on $100 . A piece of $100, in barren Nigeria, represents five times the 

monthly income per capita . And a stack of 100 dollars . . . 

"Honorable sir, honorable guest . " The black captain turned 180 degrees and put on a smile that he 

thought was the kindest, grunting in English: "Just offended you, don’t be angry . " 

With that said, the black captain kicked off the soldier next to him and shouted in the local language: 

"Go get the cigar in the car . " 

A box of cigars, which had also made other people respected, had courted the black captain before . 

From the beginning to the end, Master Metal Expert has not said a word . 



The two pickup trucks pulled out in a hurry, and the eight soldiers lined up in a row, waving to the slowly 

moving CMB bus . They smiled sincerely and shouted, "Welcome to come again next time . " 

The B plan made an unexpected success! Fifteen minutes later, the CMB bus drove to the port and met 

to the arms van . Forty minutes later, the CMB bus returned home . 

The soldiers threw away their cigarette butts at a long distance, drove the pickup to the side of the road 

again, and then stood in a row with the sincerest smile on their faces and waved off . 

The Master Metal Expert shook his head a little bit silently, and then started the drive to the Lord’s 

Battleship which was along the coastline . 

In a semi-submersible navigation mode, far from the special area of Onitsha, hundreds of kilometers 

away, the Lord’s Battleship controlled the worn CMB bus which was traveling at a less insane speed than 

the Mercedes-Benz G 65, and it was dusty all the way . 

At noon, the Lord’s Battleship had noticed the CMB bus had arrived in Onitsha District . 

Chapter 408 

Under the scorching sun that burned the barren earth . The camouflaged minibus used went to the city 

of Onitsha district following the navigation information . The dusty road was covered with earth, and on 

both sides of the road, there was endless hilly, brown land within sight . 

More than 100 kilometers away from Onitsha District, there was the Gulf of Guinea on the Atlantic 

coastline . The Lord’s Battleship was hidden here . The cockpit part was slightly out of the water hiding 

behind a reef . It was ready to meet the monsters who had gone to trade . 

There was more than 100 kilometers away from General Mopu’s mansion, and the CMB bus rides on the 

dirt road . 

At the edge of a larger hill, an equally worn pickup truck lay in the middle of the road . On the pickup 

truck stood four armed men with bare shoulders, they had AK on their shoulders and magazines 

wrapped around their waists . When they saw the approaching mini-bus, they immediately jumped 

down and raised their weapons without even making a gesture to stop it . 

"You are free to play . " Ye Qing reclined on his seat and relaxed to watch this Hollywood movie . 

Instantaneously, the engine of the CMB car roared and this roaring mechanical sound reached the ears 

of armed men as a signal to fire and four AK fire at the same time sounded! 

In the morning, he had spoken with General Mop by phone . Now in the Onitsha District, there was no 

patrol by his security forces . All his men contracted back into the city to protect the diamond . 

Obviously, the blockers on this road were one of those "hyenas" wandering in Onitsha District who 

wanted to hit the autumn wind . 

The 7 . 62mm bullet, carrying two thousand joules of kinetic energy, hit the front windshield of this 

minibus and few dense spider webs appeared on the glass, one by one because even bulletproof glass 

couldn’t stand the unbridled blast from the AK . It’s not because it could pierce the glass, but the 

interlayer in front of the bullet-proof glass would be shattered into a snowflake shape which would 

block the driver’s view . 



It is a pity that the glass of this CMB is only used for disguise . Ye Qing gave them the right to dispose at 

will, but the monsters didn’t seem to intend to fire . 

Shoot after shoot . . . 

"What brand of CMB is equipped with bulletproof glass?" After the four armed men emptied their 

magazines, they slammed and hid to the side of the road and the worn CMB bus rushed up, the speed 

was amazing, the sound was even more amazing, the ground was buzzing and shaking . 

"Boom~" 

The pickup truck was hit head-on by the CMB, and the four militants were shocked to find their pickup 

truck was suddenly torn apart and turned into a flying metal . They were stunned about this minibus . 

With bulletproof glass, and weighed a few tons and could drive as loud as a group of wild bison? 

They quickly took out the phone and added fuel and vinegar to report on what happened here . 

Although strange, why did, monsters didn’t use weapons? But since he decided to let them handle the 

situation on their own, Ye Qing, who was very relieved of them, didn’t intend to interfere with them and 

the disguised CMB bus continued to move forward, and after breaking through the checkpoint, it had 

hurried on the bumpy dirt road at a distance of fifty yards and a hot flame burst from a rock beside the 

road . The flame drew a straight tail line in the air and struck the CMB running on the dirt road . 

Without any doubt, this was a rocket . This was a rocket fired from six hundred meters away, the body 

dragged straight smoke . The rockets had the advantages of the low price and simple maintenance . But 

its shortcomings were also very obvious . There was no guidance device, and when it came to attacking 

moving targets, it often depended on luck . 

"Boom..." 

A violent flash of light and smoky smoke had rushed from the position where the CMB had just left . The 

shrapnel scattered around, and the raindrops hit the back of the CMB . Obviously, this was an ordinary 

explosive rocket . 

A high explosive rocket could easily destroy a bulletproof Humvee, so what could it deal for the CMB bus 

. In theory, half a rocket was enough . Of course, this one missed . 

This hit had not touched the CMB, it was far from the bus, and there were less than 10 particles of dust 

which approached slowly . 

It was a pickup truck with good off-road performance . Its occupants were crazy and chasing the CMB at 

the maximum speed and when this pickup truck was close to the 300-meter distance of the minibus, 

dozens of hot flames flew straight towards the minibus . 

"Swoosh ~ woo ~ woo ~" 

The shots were successive . A beautiful flick hit the CMB bus, one second later another rocket hit the 

CMB bus unlucky, and the others had bad luck and landed on the surrounding road . Violent flames rose 

one after another and two groups of large and small fire burst out on the bus . However, the small 

regiment had attacked with projectiles . The small projectiles were hollow armor-piercing bullets . 



The accuracy was not enough, and the number was not enough . When the minibus was surrounded by 

the fire, the pickup truck had followed it nearby and burst into a warm cheering sound . But the next 

second, their laughter came to an abrupt end . 

The CMB bus broke through the smoke again . The left side of the car was hit by two rockets, and 

everyone could clearly see it . The iron skin on the car rolled like a flower, and the bulletproof glass flew 

to someplace revealing another layer of black car body inside . 

What’s happening here? The compartments have been exploded shouldn’t they reveal the cracked seats 

in the compartments and the burning interior? 

The leader in charge of patrolling the area yelled at the intercom: "Why can it still run? This car must be 

related to the diamond . Catch up with it and break it into pieces . " 

If you looked down from the air, you would find that around the bus, dozens of dust and smoke slowly 

gathered together, biting the front of the bus . 

In the inside of the CMB, holding the steering wheel, a Master Metal Expert named Jin Liuhai, asked Yun 

Danqing another metal expert sat in the co-pilot: "Have all pickup trucks kept up?" 

In front of his line of sight, there was a 360-degree surveillance screen with no dead ends Yun Danqing 

responded: "A total of eleven pickup trucks, all following . ” 

Jin Liuhai ordered the two Monster Laborers in the back row: "It’s time to destroy them . No one stays . 

" 

In the pickup trucks, these armed men were hit by the chicken blood one by one, taking the AK in their 

hands to pull the trigger . It was no longer known by how many bullets and shells the bulletproof glass 

had been hit, a pile of bullet tracks filled the body-work that nobody could count . 

So many people continued to charge and shoot the bus and even the scum were not left . But in front of 

them this CMB bus still running happily, the shooting from the pickup trucks gradually stopped and 

spread out in an arc shape . They were going to use rockets again and they had to see what this minibus 

is . Just when they were in formation, the CMB bus with no less than a thousand bullets and two rockets 

all over the body suddenly had an abnormal situation . 

On the roof of the bus, there were two things similar to the cover plate that unfolds outward . This 

group of militants who haven’t seen the market very much grows up one by one, looking at this change 

at a loss of eyes . 

"Ya~" 

Then two devices like the electromagnetic cannon in the science fiction movie quickly popped out of the 

roof . These two silver-white streamlined were drifted towards them in the blink of an eye . 

"Booming . . . " 

The sound of light and heavy weapons who had fired one after another almost in a line without rest and 

huge shells exuding smoke, popping and rolling from there . Drawing one after another beautiful little 

arc in the air had encountered bullets coming with a visible line of fire in the air and the fan-shaped 

pickup trucks one by one seemed to be torn apart by invisible big hands and turned into a pile of debris . 



Chapter 409 

Even hyenas have strong points and weak points . 

The armed forces wandering on the edge of the Onitsha District were at best a few stragglers who 

couldn’t get on the table . Really unqualified to compete with the power of this jewel, now all General 

Mopu’s forces surrounded the city of Onitsha district, where General Mopu’s mansion was located . 

Where four powerful forces were stationed in the four entrances of the city, each of them had put their 

hands in one direction, and no one was allowed to enter or leave . 

General Pablo in the Nsukka district was stationed in the south . There were two roads here that could 

connect to the sea . In the absence of an aircraft, the enemy had only need to cross the blockade of 

more than 100 kilometers . And only like this, he could bring diamonds to the vast sea, leaving all the 

land forces dazzled . Therefore, General Pablo analyzed that if the enemy wanted to transport diamonds 

out, they were most likely to go to sea . 

In the previous battle for mines, General Pablo was seriously injured . Now his old opponent, General 

Mopu, is forced to retreat into the city accompanied by many forces . At the same time, General Pablo 

felt delighted and secretly swore to seize this unique diamond in the world . For this, these last days, 

General Pablo sent personnel to monitor the area south . 

At night, hundreds of pickups were wandering with searchlights, and dozens of people were killed in the 

night . 

In the temporary command room set up with a tent, a tall man with a shaved head, a thick golden chain 

in his neck shouted with all his might into the phone that was in his hands . 

"There is no time to hesitate . " 

"As long as we all work together, General Mopu will definitely die . " 

"How to divide the diamond?" 

"Of course, these are US dollars . We will share them among the four of us . " The person who spoke was 

General Pablo who had to suffer a great loss . 

"The longer the time delay, the more favorable to us to defeat Mopu, not only can get the diamond who 

worth hundreds of millions of dollars but also . . . It’s all a group of timid hyenas . " 

"Hello?" 

The phone was hung up and a man in a camouflage suit with a scar on his face that stretched from the 

corner of his eyes to his neck rushed from the outside . 

"General, General, I just received news that the warriors wandering of the outlying vulture tribe were 

wiped out by a group of mysterious forces half an hour ago . The mysterious forces seem to be coming 

in our direction . I remember there were dozens of warriors in the vulture tribe, and their weapons and 

equipment were not bad, and they were wiped out?" 

General Pablo pulled the thick gold chain around his neck: "Inquire clearly . " 



"According to their reports, they arrived at the time of the incident . More than ten vehicles of the 

vulture tribe have been smashed into pieces, but only a new wheel mark left and came in our direction . 

" 

"Only one wheel mark?!" General Pablo almost broke the chain of gold: "That doesn’t mean the other 

party has only one car?" 

"Go, I’m going to see who has eaten the heart of the lion and dare to come to the patrol site of General 

Pablo by only one car . " 

Half an hour later, on the only road in front of the city, wearing a pair of sunglasses and holding a big 

cigar, General Pablo exposed half of his body from the top weapon platform of the armored off-road 

vehicle . This contained AK assault rifle, bazooka, high-level machine gun, 63mm mortar . . . 

General Pablo and his soldiers took dozens of pickup trucks, dozens of trucks welded with heavy steel 

plates, and two Russian armored off-road vehicles and had long been discontinued and watched the 

road . Crowds in camouflage uniforms gathered like dark clouds . They stared firmly at the end of the 

road and were ready to use all kinds of heavy fire to wipe out any enemies who had committed the last 

crimes . This was only half of General Pablo’s soldiers because the other half was wiped out in the 

previous battle for the diamond mine . 

Suddenly, the crowd became restless . At the end of their sight, there was a roll of dust and smoke that 

slowly approached them . 

General Pablo stood high, stretched his neck and looked at it for a long time, and then scrubbed at the 

front like if seeing a ghost, even the piece of cigar that remained in his mouth fell off . 

What the hell, what comes from the front? By all the red buttocks of the baboon . Among the poorest 

tribes who surrounded Nsukka, who could drive such things on the battlefield? 

The CMB bus, which was driving in a hurry, was the worst car he had seen in all his life . General Pablo 

even suspected that there was a rhino hiding in the carriage running toward them carrying the shell of 

the minibus . Because this CMB bus had the front windshield shattered into countless pieces . Just like a 

TV with no signal all covered with snowflakes . 

Because it wasn’t at the right angle, General Pablo could see more clearly, the miserable side of this 

minibus . The windshield was gone, the wagon was twisted by an artillery shell, and the innumerable 

bullet holes had completely torn the side of the car body and even on the way, forward debris fell . Was 

this the car that had wiped out the warriors of the vulture tribe? 

This group of soldiers had also seen the astonished expression of hyena sleeping mother one by one . 

So, General Pablo waved his hand with some interest, letting his men quickly end the farce . A rocket 

flew straight toward the CMB and the next second, and the CMB took an s-shaped position and evaded 

the rocket and General Pablo’s astonished eyes who wore sunglasses had almost lost them . 

"Go, smash that broken car into pieces . " 

Two trucks with welded steel plates roared to the front, they left and right, intending to crash the 

broken car into a sandwich biscuit . The plan was easily realized . The two armed trucks deliberately 

circled around the back of the broken car and then accelerated closer together . The engine roared, and 



the two armed trucks slammed against the broken car . They gave a cruel smile and slammed the 

steering wheel . 

"Wow~" 

"Wow~" 

Every time they hit, there would be obvious sparks . In the continuous violent impact, the shell of the 

broken bus was chewed like broken biscuits but a strange thing happened . The two armed trucks kept 

colliding and they didn’t allow this CMB to deviate . But it was another impact, and the side shell of the 

CMB bus had been completely detached and when the armed truck was about to strike again, the CMB 

bus slammed into it . 

"Boom~" 

The armored truck seemed to become a hyena kicked by an elephant . The whole body fell on the 

ground and rolled to the side of the road . 

On the other side, the armed truck was also actively approached by the CMB . While the truck rolled and 

flew out, the broken shell of the bus was also completely broken under a violent impact . 

Chapter 410 

General Pablo and his soldiers watched the carcass of this CMB bus shattered and torn off . The debris 

was flying, not completely disintegrated as expected, but completely revealing another layer hidden 

under it . It was a steel beast that no one had ever seen and could imagine . The pure black wedge-

shaped composite armor covers the whole body . The body of the car had a flat diamond shape . The 

front of the car was sharp and angular . The four hidden all-terrain tires were combined with the other 

four to hold the giant steel body firmly . 

As the process progressed while roaring with a powerful momentum that is beyond description, coming 

at fifty meters away, it was the best firing distance for various weapons . 

But General Pablo and his men were completely annoyed . They couldn’t believe that a CMB that wasn’t 

even accepted by the scrap factory, after removing its shell, was hiding a powerful beast that was 

beyond imagination . 

The roof of the chariot quietly turned over with two sets inexplicable weapons like diamond-shaped 

gemstones with long water drop shaped tubes . 

"Which country produced this chariot?" Frightened and angry, General Pablo pulled out a rocket 

launcher from the armored off-road vehicle, lifted it, and aimed . He was ready to use hollow charge 

ammunition to pierce the body of the tank and create a large hole in the bowl all at once . 

His finger hadn’t pulled the trigger yet, and the front of the tank in front of him which had a multi-

faceted like a crystal shone brightly in the sun . 

"What’s that?" General Pablo looked at the polyhedral crystal suspiciously . At the next moment, from 

the side directly in front of the polyhedral crystal burst out a straight beam that was dazzling than the 

sun and his eyes burst into an unimaginable sharp pain in an instant . So, he covered his eyes and didn’t 

wait for the screaming to roar from his throat . 



In the automatic platform at the top of the tank, two hidden heavy machine guns suddenly jumped and 

exploded a fiery dragon that was clearly visible to the naked eye and tore the chest of General Pablo 

hidden behind the bowl . 

The team that was still fighting in the previous moment fell into a panic like at the end of the world in 

the next second . Howling, they fled around and fled futile bullets at Heavy Armor No . 1 with their 

weapons in hand . Now, they finally understood what kind of despair the warriors of the vulture tribe 

faced at the beginning . Whether it was an assault rifle or a rocket, any weapon hitting this giant steel 

monster could not splash any waves . The more, the two heavy weapons on top of this giant monster 

were more terrifying than infrared heat tracking . The horrible bullets they shot in one hit, made a fiery 

trace in the air, hit their vehicles and their bodies fiercely, and made their most desperate roar . 

More than a dozen pickup trucks were in a mess, huddled together like headless flies . They all wanted 

to run away, and no one was allowed . As a result, the heavy armor rushed more than tens of meters 

away quickly . As if a tiger rushed into the flock, less than two tons of pickup trucks, one after another 

rolled in the air . 

An armed truck was the first to escape . Unfortunately, the joy hadn’t continued due to a sudden vent, 

the Heavy Armor No . 1 flicked the rear of the truck, letting the gas oil spillover . 

After half an hour . . . 

The Heavy armor No . 1 had completely crushed and broken the frame of the armed truck, and the 

armed truck ignited and continued to follow the road toward General Pablo’s residence which was killed 

at the beginning of the fight and only a few pickup trucks were patronized by the god of luck have fled . 

.................. 

General Mopu who was surrounded by armed forces in all directions for dozens of days, finally, looked 

at the stars and the moon at 2 o’clock in the afternoon local time and received a satellite call from Ye 

Qing . 

On the phone, Ye Qing told General Mopu that the diamond acquisition team he had sent had passed 

the blockade and was about to enter the city . 

"Mr . Ye, your team can really enter the city?" General Mopu almost bit his tongue out, and he was 

startled: "It is impossible! The armed forces have surrounded the city into watertight buckets . Can your 

team infiltrate into it without knowing it?" 

"General Mopu, we won’t change magic . . . " Ye Qing sighed and laughed: "Nature is clearing the way all 

the way, destroying all enemies who dare to block the road, and heading to the city with fairness and 

integrity . Our team enters from the south . You inform the defenders in the city to don’t have friction 

with my people . " 

Enter by south! The force that blocked the south side of the city was his old counterpart General Pablo! 

General Mopu felt his heart went to jump out of the body . He bordered on the area under General 

Pablo’s rule . If General Pablo’s military power was eliminated, the territory of the last one would 

undoubtedly fall into his own hands . 



This terrifying good news gave General Mopu the illusion of happiness he dreamed of . He impatiently 

awaited the arrival of the team of Ye Qing in his office decorated with wood and ivory as if he were 

waiting for his wife to give birth . 

Pending the arrival of Ye Qing’s team, he dared to consider sending people to the south of the city to 

investigate quietly . After walking for a while, General Mop had suddenly slapped his forehead and 

quickly pulled a key from his closed pocket . Pushed away a large oil painting hanging on the wall to 

reveal the safe embedded in the wall . Entered the password with some trembling, then inserted the key 

and rotated two times . The safe opened and a transparent diamond that could make insane countless 

women lay quietly on a pure black velvet cushion . A diamond that weighed 372 grams or 1,860 carats . 

A diamond will last forever . If non-ordinary people dared to look for this diamond, a hundred lives were 

not enough for these criminals . 

"General, General . " Coming from the outside, the Chinese-speaking logistics supervisor hurried into the 

office: "Mr . Ye, Mr . Ye’s team is here . " 

General Mopu picked up the diamond and ran for the outside faster than the logistics supervisor . 

"Hurry up and arrange for people to go south to investigate and see if General Pablo’s team is still there 

. " 

As soon as he ran up the stairs, General Mopu felt a slight vibration across the ground . When he looked 

out the open door, a dark figure roared and blocked the door . It was a steel beast he had never seen, as 

soon as he saw it for the first time, he couldn’t help but praise . 

This steel behemoth covered with black wedge-shaped composite armor couldn’t have any clean and 

intact place . The body of this product was filled with traces of hot metal splashes all over the body . 

These were the traces left by the deformation of the balls and their spraying like drops of water during 

the impact at high speed supersonic . There were only traces and General Mopu actually had found the 

center of these traces without any depression . . . The bullets could not make dents, and they only left 

the light gray color of lead . 

In addition, several other large spatter marks on the mouth of the bowl made General Mopu’s mouth 

grow and falter for a long time . 

These were the marks of the perforating bullets with a hollow charge which could penetrate tens of 

centimeters of homogeneous steel sheets . But in fact, they had only removed the shallow armor layer 

from this tank . When he saw these larger areas made by explosive devices, General Mopu was afraid to 

guess what the tank had experienced on the way toward his mansion . 

This was the medal that has gone through the smoke and war, this was the hymn written by technology 

and industry . 

"Ya~" 

With a slight sound of mechanical movement, nearby the side door of the tank, a door was opened . 

The Master Metal Expert renamed Jin Liuhai, walked out of the chariot with ease followed by a vigorous 

Monster Labor with an expressionless face and explosive muscle bulge . 



General Mop greeted the two warriors into the living room with the most enthusiastic gesture . Shortly 

afterward, the logistics supervisor came to the report with anxiety: "General, the same good news as the 

thunder . The armed forces that blocked the southern part of the city were all wiped out on the highway 

. " The logistics supervisor held up his mobile phone with an expression of ecstasy more than 50 million 

won: "General Pablo was also eliminated" . 

 


